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It is well known that if R = A [Xl, ,X,1, where A is a commutative Noetherian ring, then any 
stably free R-module P with rank P> dim A, is free. In this note we show that if A is an arbitrary 
commutative ring and rank P>dim A[Xl, . . ..X.] -n, then P is free. 
Introduction 
A well known result states that if R is a Noetherian ring and P is a stably free R- 
module with rank P> dim R, then P is free. It is also well known that for Noetherian 
polynomial rings, the above result can be improved, i.e., if R =A [X,, . . . ,X,J, then 
rank P> dim A implies that P is free. A good reference for these matters is [3]. 
In the present note we observe that it is a direct consequence of a result by 
Heitmann [l] that the first result mentioned above remains valid if R is any com- 
mutative ring. We then show that if A is an arbitrary commutative ring and P is 
a stably free A [Xi, . . . ,X,1-module with rank P>dimA[X,, . . ..X.,] -n, then P is 
free. 
In the Noetherian case the result for polynomial rings is proved in [3] by using 
Suslin’s Manic Polynomial Theorem. We avoid Suslin’s Theorem by using a 
‘Quillen Induction’ type of argument (cf. [3, Theorem 3.1, p. 1371). 
Stably free modules over non-Noetherian rings 
We need the following generalization of Bass’s Stable Range Theorem that is a 
special case of Theorem 2.1 in [l]. 
If R is any commutative ring of dimension d and (a,, . . . , ok) is unimodular with 
k>d+ 1, then there exist bz, ..,, bkeR such that (a2+a,b2, . . . . ak + a,bk) is uni- 
modular. 
An easy consequence of this result is the following: 
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Theorem 1. Let R be any commutative ring and suppose that P is a stably free R- 
module with rank P> dim R. Then P is free. 
Proof. Let (al, . . . . ak) be unimodular with kz dim R + 2. By the above result there 
exist bz, . . . , bkER such that (al,az+albz, . . . . ak+albk) is a unimodular row con- 
taining a unimodular sub-row of shorter length. By [3, Proposition 5.3, p. 351, 
(a i, . . . , ak) can be transformed by elementary transformations to (LO, . . . , 0). From 
[3, Corollary 4.9, p. 27 and 4.5(d), p. 281, it follows that P is free. 0 
To prove our result for polynomial rings, we need the following lemma. We 
denote by R(X) the ring R[X] localized at the set of manic polynomials. 
Lemma. Let R be any finite dimensional commutative ring. Then 
dimR(X,)[Xz ,..., X,] =dimR[Xi ,..., XJ-1. 
Proof. Since dim R [X,, . . . , X,] - 1 = dim R [X,, . . ..X.](X,) [2, Theorem 17.31 and 
the latter is a localization of R(X,) [X,, . . . , XJ, we have 
dimR(Xi)[X, ,..., X,]ZdimR[X, ,..., X,1-1. 
Conversely, let A! be a maximal ideal of maximal height in R [X,, . . . ,X,1 and let 
+YZ =A n R. It follows from the fact that ht(&) = ht(m[Xi, . . . ,X,1) + n that m is 
maximal in R. Similarly, .M fl R [X,] is maximal in R [X,]. 
Let f = a0 + a,X, + ... + a,Xfe A! f7 R[X,] be such that its leading coefficient 
a,$m. Thus 1 = ra, + b for some b EM, r E R. Then rf + bXf is a manic polynomial 
in A? fl RIX1] E.AY and we obtain 
dimR(Xi)[X, ,..., X,] <dimR[X, ,..., X,1-1. 0 
Theorem 2. Let R be any commutative ring and P a finitely generated projective 
R[X,, . . . . X,,]-module. If 
(i) [P] ~irn(K,R -&R[X,, . . . ,X,1), and 
(ii) rankP>dimR[Xi,...,X,]-n, 
then P is extended from R. 
It follows from an argument similar to that in [4, Corollary 1.21, but by using the 
non-Noetherian version of Bass’s Cancellation Theorem [l , Corollary 2.71, that 
Theorem 2 can equivalently be formulated as: 
Theorem 2’. Let R and P be as in Theorem 2 and assume that conditions (i) and 
(ii) of Theorem 2 are satisfied. If P 0 Q = P’ @Q for finitely generated projective 
R[Xl, . . . . XJ-modules P’ and Q, then PEP’. 
If R is a local ring, then (i) in Theorem 2 is equivalent to the condition that P 
is stably free. By application of Quillen’s Patching Theorem, it follows that Theo- 
rem 2 is also equivalent to the following: 
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Theorem 2”. Let R be any commutative ring and P a stably free R[X,, . . ..XJ- 
module such that rank P> dim R [X,, .., ,X,,] - n. Then P is free. 
Proof of Theorem 2”. It is sufficient to prove that P is extended from an R-module 
PO, since PO is then also stably free and rank PO= rank P>dim R. By Theorem 1 it 
follows that PO, and hence P is free. 
We prove by induction on n that P is extended. 
Consider the case IZ = 1. Since P(X) is a stably free R(X)-module and 
rank P(X) = rank P 
> dim R[X] - 1 
= dim R(X) (by the lemma), 
it follows from Theorem 1 that P(X) is free, and thus Pis extended [3, 2.2, p. 1301. 
Let n> 1. We use the idea of Quillen Induction [3, Chapter V, Theorem 3.11. Let 
P’=PO,[X,,...,X,~R(X~)[X~,...,X~I. 
Then 
rank P’ = rank P 
>dimR[Xr,...,X,]-n 
zdimR(XJ[X2,..., X,] -(n - 1) (by the lemma). 
By the induction hypothesis, it follows that P’ is extended from R(X,). Thus 
P’ 2: P’/(X,, . . . , XJP’ ORCX,) R(X,) [X2, . . . ,X,1. 
But 
P’/(X,, . ..) X,JP’= p/(X2,...,X,)P0,,x,lR(X,). 
If we let P, = P/(X2, . . . , XJP, then P, is stably free and we have 
rank P, = rank P 
rdimR[Xr,...,X,]-(n-1) 
zdimR[Xr]>dimR[X,]-1. 
By the case n = 1, PI is extended from R, say P, = POOR R[X,]. Thus 
P”((P,O,R[X,I)OR~X,~R(X~))OR(X,)R(X~)[XZ,...,X~I 
= P~ORR(X,)[X~,...,X~I. 
It follows that 
=P~ORR[X~,...,X~~(X~) 
=Po~RR[X~,...,X~~~R[~,,...,~,IR[X~,...~X~~(~). 
By applying Horrock’s Theorem and Quillen’s Patching Theorem it follows that P 
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is extended from R[X2, . . . ,X,1, say 
P = QOR,X~,...,X,~RW~, -..,%I Ed. 
We now have that Q is stably free over R[X2, . . . ,X,J and 
rank Q = rank P 
>dimR[X,,...,X,,-n 
rdimR[X,,...,X,]-(n-1). 
By the induction hypothesis Q is extended from R and therefore P is also extended 
from R. 0 
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